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THE
WORKING CLASS IN ' 
PRESENT SITUATION ,

.0 deep going social processes that are 
■ng today, both in our country and elsewhere, 
sing new problems before th^ trade union 

nent. The W'orking class itseif is undergoing 

nd changes. At the Bangalore session cf 
ITUC, we had taken note of some of these 
es The report cf the General Secretary had 

attention to the ' new v.'orker' who is 
:ing before our eyes

Jith development nrcceeding apace, despite 
everal restricions pieced on it by the capitalist 

that is pursued, we find a big numerical 
TSion and new generations joining the work— 

More and more sections from the middle 
es, from the urban and the rural rich are 
ng industries as engineers, technicians, skilled 

Highly skilled workers. The pauperised peasa- 
and rural workers are being driven to unskilled 
casual jobs in industrial centres These are 

generation 'workers, and they bring whrth 
1 the habits and consciousness derived from 

social origin. This dees not mean that they 
in mitirancy. But their militancy is not always 

jed with the proletrian class outlook, and sense 
rganisation.

the service industries. Including clerical and admi
nistrative wo'k. Fewer persons are vvorking at the 

shop level, and more in operating rooms. In a 

developing country like indie, this impact is not so 
serious But even here, one cannot ignore the 
trend completely. Here too, we find the stiucturai 
change bemg reflected in the changed composition 
of the working class. The percentage of engineers 
and technicians, of service and commercial perso

nnel, of clerical and administrative cadre, is increa
sing at a faster rate, than the expansion of the 

class as a whole Gur institutes of higher learning, 
ere turning out such personnel in larger numbers, 

fourth in the world in the 
cur scientific and technical 

prase,nt needs, 

1 It has there-

we are already the 
matter of the size of 
personnel. It is out-stripping be i 

restricted as it is by narrow market 
fore meant a growing number of educated une.mpioy- 
ed in our country, - unemployeds, with graduate 
and post-graduate degrees, with high technical 
gualificaticn This is proving to be a vast reserve 
for the 'brain drain', by which imperialist countries 
are extracting a huge tribute, utilising the rare 
resources in manpower which we can ili afford to 

loose.

The influx of women in industries is aiso on 
increase women are job-seekers today just as 

ch as their brothers Today, when we talk of 
oioyment, we no longer talk only of erriployment ' 
all male adults. At least, in the relatively deve- 
ed regions of the ccutry, and 
nplexes it has come to mean, 
male and female, and their 
s. This is an important social development 

thin the tradition-bound society cf our country, 
is laying the basis for the 'feminine ferment', 
ihout which no revolutionary change is possible.

in maja? urban 
empioymenl for 
redistribution in

(STR), serious
industrial

In advanced countries, as a result of the Scien- 
ic and Technological Revolution 
.anges are taking place in the basic 
'ucture. The centre of gravity is shifting towards

The proportion of engineers, technically Quali

fied and highly 

particularly in the 
prises, and in the rapidly expanding 
Ches of economy. These, either 
the public sector, or in the 
controlled sectors, including 
under 'India Umiled' signboards 

and

skilled workers has gone up, 

new and soohisdeated enter
service bran- 

happen” to 'be in 

private mionopoly- 
TfxCs masquerading 

'India Limited' signboards The cpendcor 
policy towards TfvCs and investment from non
resident Indians, as well as the several concessions 
to the monopolists, is likely to accelerate this trend. 
It is the trade unions i,n this organised sect7jr of 
the economy which have a heavy responsibility to 

shoulder. They have to place themselves at the 
head of the Indian trade union movement, in all 
its struggles, especially, wnere questiont# of gore- 

rnment policies are involved.



The engineers and other professionally qualified 

wor’"*rs are gen<'relly required to perform certain 
managerial dutien assigned to them by the top 
management. Bi t the compulsions of capitalist 
economy are forcing them down towards the 

working clas« They are more and more identifying 
themselves v/ith the workers, adopting trade union 
forms of organts.'ition and tactics of struggle. In 
recent years, we have had several such actions by 
these elements, flometimes, they join in common 
unions, though the government is placing all types 
of obstacles towards their being in common orga
nisations. A significant event was the participation 
of officers' associations from public sector enter
prises, in the joint public sector convention held 

recently in Delhi, which opposed the 

'privatisation' and has given a call for a 
January, 21, 1987.

policy 
strike

of 

on

are 
the 
of

there
and 

sense
either weak 

signs of growing 

The ranks of the 
swelled. These profe-

On some occasions unfortunately, 

confrontations between these sections 
mass of workers, indicating that the 
common identity with the workers is 
or forgotten. But there are 
cooperation and joint action, 

workers' allies have thus
ssionally trained workers connected with high 

technology in modern industry, have the capacity 

to understand and harmful social effects of the 
economic policies that are being pursued by 

government, especially the* unrestrained 
towards computerisation. They are in a
position to initiate and provide leadership to the 
several mass actions against these ill-conceived 
policies.

drive 
better

It is necessary to understand that the 'White 
Collar’ workers do not differ materially' from the - 
'Blue Collar' workers. All labour involves expendi
ture of mental energy along with the physical, the 

proportion differing in each case. The lines divid
ing the white collar from the blue collar workers 
are becoming blurred. All those who are engaged 
in the production of wealth, who produce surplus 

value, and have no means of production them 
selves, form part of the working class, and irres
pective of their origin or nature of job are sooner 

or later driven to adopt working class positions 
In brief, although the vi/orking class has changed 
in several ways, its essence has not The working 
class is changing, but it is not disappearing or 

declining^ I'.hose who preach theories about the

}5!»v • ■

■:SS&'

decline in the revolutionary mission of the workino 
class or about other social foces-'technocrats' for 
instance, or even undefined and nebulous ‘youth 

power' taking the place of the working class 
as the motive force of social progress about the dess 

struggle becoming obsolete, and so forth, are 
proving their bankruptcy with each passing ci3y 
In our country, as also elsewhere in the world 
we are witnessing not a decline in working class 
actions, but actually increasingly powerful actions 
of workers and also mass actions of the entire 
people in which the working class is the mein 

and leading core. It is enough to recall the several 
'bandha’ industrial strikes etc, on national, state 
or regional levels, which had powerful impact on 

government policies, and exercised a restraining 
influence in many cases. In the coming days, with 

the deepening of the crisis in ell spheres, the 
class struggle is likely to sharpen further, and 
bring out ever larger sections of workers to head 
the masses on the streets
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Another major development at the present 
time, is the increase in the absolute number of 
workers in construction industry, in contract 
labour, and in several other fields of the un

organised sector They constitute the bulk of 

sweated and highly exploited workers. The gap 
between them and the organised workers is 
widening, in so far as their economic and social 

conditions are cencerned This is sought to b« 
exploited by the government and bourgeois spoke

sman, in order to further widen the breach and 
disrupt the phalanx of the working class. Apart 
from the ideological offensive meant to disorient 

the advanced contingent of the working class, the 
effort of the bourgeoisie is also directed 
isolating the most militant sections from, 
of the cSass. All in all, the working class 
sation is becoming more heterogeneous, 

more stratification connected with skill,
tion, wages etc.. It is in this ccntext, that the 
AITUC gave the call to 'Organise the unorganised' 

The task is to extend a helping hand to our un
organised class brothers, inspire them by force ef- 

example, and draw them Into common class 
actions. The vastness of this task can be under
stood from the fact that today barely 10 per cent 
of the work-force in our country is organised in 
unions.

towarcF 

the res: 
compo- 

There is

qualificB-

In developing countries as a general rule, end 

SpecificeUy in Indian conditions, the bourgeois'*



traditional divisive means, - communal, 
ibal etc , to fragment the w-orking class 

de unii^n movement is called upon to 

a multi-pronged campaign, ideological, 
social and economic to combat these 

moves. Practical actions have to be under- 

this direction

poses the question of unity in the trade 
ovement, with all force and urgency. The 
3sed National Campaign Committee has 
?d despit sever strains. Its very existence 

more than four eventful yearSr despite 

different directions, proves that the urge 
I objective necessary for unity among the 

has deep roots. This will no doubt
3 in the coming dsys. Even the INTUC 
rad kept out for so long, has been drawn 
/eral united and common actions, both on 

I and international issues, as well as on 
al issues. It underlines the expanding 

of working class unify in the present situa- 
Jut the key question remains the unification 

leftled trade union mevement, leading to an 
-j| merger. It is this that will give a powerful 

; to the move for trade union unity, and 
the movement with a unified revolutionary 

hip. It goes without saying, that such unity 
ification is not meant to be directed in a 
jn manner against other non-left trends 

trade union movement. It has no 
', partisan interest to serve. 'he call of 
TUC which was directed specifically towards 
fU, thus assumes great importance That 
5 not yet evoked a positive response. But 

t conforms to objective reality and the needs 
there from, it has to be persisted in. We 

the problems facing be working class today 

cannot be solved by any single ideological or 
political current. They call for the joint effort of 

several trends, of various forces and segments of 

the movement Unification of the left led move- 

m.ent, which shares common ideological and poli
tical positions, and 
and oractices, is in 

broader unity of 

present-day needs.

follows similar tactical methods 

no way directed against 
the movemient, dictated

the
by

To conclude, in modern times, the role of the 
working class and its trade union movement is 

actually expanding. The necessity to save this 
planet and all man kind from a nuclear winter has 

greatly enhanced its role. Its struggle for a better 
life and a better social order, is linked up with 
this struggle for a nuclear-free world, for peace 
on earth. This realisation has driven the Indian 
workers to observe September, 1 as a 'Day of 
Trade Union Action for Peace', to be in th© fore- 
front of the struggle for peace.

Indian workers ere more and mors called 

take up the banner on issues which con- 

entire community and the nation. It has 
up against encroachments by the TNCs 

The 

upon to 
cern the 
to stand
and their imperialist patrons, on our political stabi
lity, economic self reliance and sovereignty. It has 

to struggle for a strategy of development which 
inter-retates the goals of employment creation, 
technological choice and self-reliance, in order to 
succeed in its historical mission, it has to defend 
national integrity and unity against’ the imperialist 
destabilisers and internal reactionaries. Sander 

Gaspar, President of WFTU, aptly expressed the 
role which the working class has to play in rela

tion to the people, in the fol owing words ; "If 
the working class turns its back rn the people the 
people will turn their backs on it."
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role of czechosloval 
trade union movement By VACIAV POKORNY

The Czechoslovak Revolutionary Trade Union 

Movement (ROH) is the organizativ n with the most 

mass characier among the political parties and 

social and special-interest organisations associated 

in the Czechoslovak National Front A total of 6 5 

million working people (total population, 1 5 million) 

are members of the more than 27,000 primary 

industrial and agricultural 

schools and the like.
ROH organisations in 

enterprises, institutes.

ROH members are employed 

together with hundreds of 

The ROH has two fund-

Practically all the 

Czechoslovak citizens 

thousands of pensioners, 

amental functions within the Czechoslovak political 

system. On one hand, it acts ss the opponent of 

the employers, defending in every way the interests 

of the employees, and, on the other hand, as the 

most important social organisation of the Czechos

lovak National Front, it take part in the political 

life of the country and sees to the 

initiative at 

introduction 

the like

the 
promotion of 

work, growth in productivity of labour, 

of new techniques and technology and

Protection of interests :

When a dispute arises between the manage

ment of an enterprise and an employee, the trade 

union provides the employee with advice and the 

assistance of a legal advice bureau free of charge 

These bureaux have been set up at district and 

regional secretariats of the ROH. The final verdict 

in the negotiation of any work dispute is given by 

a trade union arbitration commission Its decision 

is binding for the management of the enterprise 

too An employee cannot be dismissed from 

job until the primary trade union organisation 

given its consent.

his 

has

Recreation facilities :

The ROH plays a significant role in caring 

the recreation of employees and their families. The 

ROH has at its disposal 

homes which are situated 

parts of Czechoslovakia 

accommodate 13,000 and 

round,

being of holiday-makers and 

million crowns a year on 

holiday homes.

for

102 hotel-type holiday 

in the mod beautiful 

These holiday homes can 

ere run the who'e year

More than 3000 persons care for thewell- 

the ROH expends 1 50 

the upkeep of the

1
J

has a ro!e in Vizhich it cannot be

implementing impor- 

Ttie trade unions conclude 

agreements, give their opinions on 

make or

make decisions i.n health care, factor'/ 

allocation of enterprise flats, spa care, etc.

The ROH 

substituted in protection of the interests and rights 

of employed persons and in

-tant social measures.

collective 

changes in wage and bonus regulations, 

help to 

cater ing.
Together vv.th the enterprise management, it decides 

on granting interest-free loans to employees and 

on many other personnel and social matters.

The trade union organisation 

places of work from the point of 

safety and protection of the health 

Should serious shortcomings be 

insist on the i mi mediate closing

workshop concerned

also supervises 

view of wc rk 

of the workers, 

found, it may 

down of the

In addition to the ROH recreation facilities, 

there are 8000 holioey homes with accommodation 

for 180,000 persons belcnging to enterprise trade 

union organisations and their upkeep is covered by 

special enterprise funds.

The number of trade unionsts taking advantage 

of the trade union recreation facilities grows from 

year to year. Around half a million empioyees 
and their families spend holidays in ROH facilities 

every year An even larger numbar of trade unior- 

sts took advantage of the very cheap holiday faci

lities belonging to enterprises.

Czechoslovak trade unions also organize holi

days for children during the spring and sumrre- 

school vacations. Last year 364,000 children 

enjoyed such holidays under very advantageous 

financial conditions.



3n :

her in-portar.t mission of the trade unions 

ist in fulfilling the intentions of the state 
economic plan ard in strengthening the 
ovek economy, these being fundamental 

is for raising the living standard of Czech- 
citizens. Czechoslovakia is a socialist state 

1 means of production are the property of 
!e and the national economy is vigorously 

ig according to plan.

vity of labour, saving raw materials and other 
materials, fuel and power, introducing new tech

niques and technology, the quality of products, 
etc Suggestions for improvement and inventicns 
submitted by trade union members are of great 

importance for the Czechoslovak economy bring
ing an artnual financial increment of around 4,000 
million crowns.

Eduction :

ROH plays an important role in organizing 
ding the initiative of trade unionists at 

'he trade unions organize socialist emula- 
the movement of socialist pledges, they 
atic tasks, popularize new methods of work 

;essful innovators and the like.

The ROH gives all possible support to raising 
the skills of employees. There are Factory Schools 
in practically all Czechoslovak enterprises. In them, 

employees can 
for better jobs

improve their skills and thusqaalify 
without paying any fees.

There are

highest form is the competition to win (or 

he honorary title of “ Team of Socialist 
Those taking part in this movement 

all-round improvement of their work; 
their qualifications in a planned manner, 
cultural activity and the like. At the

also 9000 " Schools of Socialist 
Labour” in Czechoslovakia. They instruct trade 

unionsts on the work of the unions, on the Czech
oslovak labour laws, on the economic policy of the 

state and topical political events. About 300,000 
members of Czechoslovak trade union organisations 
attend these schools every year.

or
>e
n
time there are 180,000 such teams corn- 
ough'y 2.5 million trade union members.

trade unions also organize other forms of 
emulation and the activity of rationaliza- 

Tis, the movement of inventors and impro- 
others. The pledges are concerned with 

ntal economic problems; raising producti-

Trade Union organizations are also in charge 

of the running of factory clubs and trade union 

are six hundred such 
in Czechoslovakia.

house, of culture. There 

social aod cultural facilities

The Revolutionary Trade
an important position and high authority in socialist 
Czechoslovakia.

Union Movement holds



'^CLiSH TRADE UNION MOVEMENT TODAY

Tov/ards the end of 1982, with Lech Walesa 

nching his movement of disruption of the united 

de union movement in Poland, only one in five 

-rkers expressed the desire to join any trade 

ion One of every two stated that he v^muld 

vait and see". The rest vvere strongly opposed 

the new " regime-controlled " trade unions.

the federations of Miners 

with a membership of 

federation of construction

members. The next are 

and Farm v^/orkers each 

441.000 members. The 

employees has a membership of 296,000 and the 

federation of workers in the metal industry, 283,000 

members.

The NSZ2 Solidarity Union and the autonomous 

ions wete banned by the Polish Government and 

3 Sejm (Polish Parliameot) passed a new law 

anting rights to workers to form trade unions

th© end of November, the second Congress 

All Poland Trades Union Alliance (OPZZ) is 

place More than 1500 delegates are expec- 
participate in this Congress, which will

the setting up of an orga- 

Bobrek Coalmine in Bytom. 

many as 971 trade unions 

membership of 9 2,000.

The first result was 

sing committee at the 

.’ the end of 1982, as 

d been formed with a
' June 30, 1986. the number of trade unions in 

:>iand has grown to 25766 with a total member- 

:p of 61,21,500 including old-age and disabled 

msioners. Today Polish workeis have a truly 

piesentative

Today Polish workeis have 

organisation.

union movement in Poland today, 

legal autonomy and independence is

1. The All Poland Trades Union Alliance 

.)PZZ) which has brought together 130 national 

ganisations, mostly of industrial federations and 

presenting 92 

embership.

At 
of the 

taking 

ted to

discuss the present state of the trade union move

ment in the country, and will seek ways to estab

lish the OP2Z as a central trade union organisa

tion. This will mar.k a successful end to a period 

of four years during which attention has been paid 

to the reconstruction of the trade union movement 

in the country on a sound end democratic basis. 

Such a decision will enable the trade unions in 

Poland to play a more constructive role in the 

economic and political life of the country Such a 

decision witl enable them the trade union move

ment to make a contribution to evolving and imple

menting the plans for industrial progress and 

develop.meni At the same time, 

w i 11 

the 

ing

the plans for industrial progress

the trade unions 

be better placed in defending and extending 

rights and privileges of the workers in keep- 

v^ith the require.ments of a socialist economy.

per cent of all trade union

-2. National 

gned the OPZZ 

tree and lepresent 

membership

organisations- wh-ich - have not 

agreement, which number only 

0.1 percent of the total

It is significant that 24 6 per cent of the total 

membership in the trade unions in Poland consists 

of young people who total 12,37,000 and women 

compiise 18,03,000 or 34 2 per cent This number 

is growing and more attention ' is being paid to 

the specific problems of these sections.

3. Unions which 

od'es and appear to 

ence by refusing to 

tany of them simply 

ues to a federation

ent of the total membership in the counry.

have not joined any national 

demonstrate their indepen- 

join larger bodies, though 

cannot afford to pay their 

They represent about 8 per

The Polish trade union movement under the 

leadership of the OPZZ has played a significant 

role in mobilising, the workers of Poland in support 

of the peace initiatives of the g<'verrnment of the 

US8P, in support of the appeal of the Delhi S'x. 

There has been increased and growing participation 

in all activities of the World Federation of Trace 

Unions, The coming Congress will also discuss 

the task of implementation of the decisions taken 

at the recent eleventh World Trade Union Congress.
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day of its foundation the GDR 

of Free German Trade Unions 

as its most important mission as 

of workers' interests to work for 

issrmement and a peaceful life for 

i current nuclear threat to mankind, 

3 nuclear holocaust which would 

)lanet, the spiralling arms build-up 

gressive imperialist circles, all these 

GDR unions that they commit them- 

to the accomplishment of economic 

s but also to the peace policy 

socialist state.

of peace. We fully agree v 

unced by Mikhail Gorbache 

27th CPSU Congress, and ' 

in putting them into effect, 

with our ideal of a world 

violence, a world in which 

determine their own path 

way of life."

,------ vvii pail

They are consonant 

without weapons or 
all nations can freely 

of development end

Referring amongst other things to this oassage 

chairman Harry Tisch said at the 14th seasion of 

the FDGB National Executive :

33 National Executive's 14th session 

ar its chairman Harry Tisch empha-

ggle for peace has become the 

the international union movement. 

3r social and union rights, for jobs 

education and prosperity would be 

even impossible if we do not manage 

an life on this planet. And vice 

jccess, every very little step on the 

lopping the arms race, and abolish- 

-:apons opens new prospects of a 

unem.ploym.ent, w-ithout hunger and 

.’ect of a secure future

“What was said and decided at the party con

gress strengthens the conviction held by the working 

class and ail other working people in the GDR 

that their own place of work has an import which 

even transcends thet of the job and the wage - 

good work strengthens socia lism thus being 

beneficial to peace."

And regarding the Soviet proposal to reduce 

conventional armaments tn al! of Europe, from the 

Atlantic to the Urals and to subject these reduct

ions to stringent verification, Harry Tisch said :

for the work

"Everybody can see - The Soviet Union persis

tently stands for an amelioration of the international 

situation. Morever, the Soviet proposals 

with the most basic demands by almost 

union-federations in the world - i.e. -

concur 
ail trade

fully backs the policy 

Soviet Union and the

which is aimed at scoring results, 

policy of practical dialogue and 

r an amelioration of the international 

3 return to detente. It endorses the 

he 11th Congress of GDR's leading 

--prtl 1S86.

pursued by 

whole socia-
jobs instead of unclear missiles

a world free of nuclear weapons 

means of mass destruction 

no militarization of outer space

end other

zones

et Union's mould-breaking approach 

s, end her comprehensive programme 

d of all nuclear weapons by the

1 establish a system of international 

□ened a new stage in the pursuit

no more money for armaments but 

prel-.ensive social programmes, environmental 

protection and effective support developing 

countries."

for com-

The GDR unions are an integral part of the 

internationel union movement. The FDGB's inter-

.2



natioT'i relations are based on proletarian interna
tionalism and anti-imperialist solidarity. From the 
very first hour of its existence the FDGB has 
rendered active political, moral and material support 
to those workers and peoples who are fighting for 
peace, social justice, against imperialism and 

colonial oppression.

Since its foundation the FDGB has given a 
total of over 2 billion marks of solidarity 
support to unions and peoples of Africa, Asia 

and Latin America,

It goes without saying that FDGB members 
make a monthly donation for solidarity.

Since the beginning of coursee for foreigners 

in 1959 more than 3100 unionists from 88 
countries have attended the Fritz Heckert Trada 
Union College in Bernau. Members of organi

zations from 54 countries have been given 

vocational training, and college or university 
education.

The FDGB is part of the international union 

movement, has been a member of the Vv'orld 

Federation of Trade Unions (WFTU) since ‘IS-ci.g 

and enjoys active cooperation with all those unions 
that champion peace, 

gress. At present the 

than 100 -unions in 

controversial points a 

forces in the world whose very concern 

battle against the prospect of a nuclear 

It is all for a 

issues of cur 

To meet this 

meetings and

democracy and social pro- 

FDGB has relations with more 

over 90 countries, 

side it rallies with

Leaving 

sll those 

it is to

i nferno.

matter-of-fact dialogue on the basic 

time with all people of good will. - 

end the FDGB uses international 

congresses.
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TASKS OF THE TRADE UNIONS TODAY
-HOMl DAJI

At the very first session of the AITUC the 

President of the session Lala Lajpatrai hed spelt 

out the

a new challenge to the nation and the working 
class.

aims of
The new

1)

2)

3)

Defending the interests of the workers;

Fighting for the freedom of the country;

Fighting for a society free from exploita

tion of man by man.

policy can be summed up as :

- placing 

private

heavier accented reliance on ths 

sector;

These objectives hold good even today. Of 

course, the fight for freedom of the country takes 
on a different dimension today. India won her 
freedom in 1347. But today it is under attack from 

the imperialist forces directly and indirectly through 
subversion, communal and caste strifes and desta
bilising forces, including armed terrorism. All this 
has to be combatted if our hard-won freedom is to 

be preserved.

- sidelining the public sector to one mainly 

for building the infrastructure;

- denigrating it as being inefficient, costly and 

running in chronic losses and moving to
wards its 'privatisation';

- withdrawing restrictions on monopolies and 
MNCS;

- liberalising imports in the name of increasir.; 

the export potential of Indian industry;

Though there have been failings and shortco
mings on the part of the working class in fighting 

on this front, by and large the organised working
class is conscious of this impertant task. Particu
larly in Punjab one can say with pride that the 
workingclass has covered itself with glory in stan

ding united 

heavy odds 

against the 
role of the
both because of the urgency of the task 

as some lag in' the awarness of 
of this role as noted above.

- drive towards collaboration with foreign 

private caoital, in the name of acquiring 

modern technology, as an essential condition 

of modernisation; and

against the divisive terrorism against 
and has even moved into joint actions 

divisive forces. But this aspect of the 

trade unions has to be stressed today 
as well

the importance ..

- pursuing a fiscal policy which favours b.j 

business and monopolists.

The workingclass will have to 

lag and play the vanguard role 
national unity, integrity and foiling the designs of 

imperialism against our country. In so doing the 
workingclsss will n.;t oniy be discharging one of 
its very important class duty, but it will also be 
able to come out as the leading national force 

which will heighten its weight in society and there
by hel Its own class battles also.

overcome this 
in maintaining

Recently the new economic policy being pur
sued by the Rajiv Gandhi Government has posed

It has almost made the private sector the man 
engine of national development. Even the pub!;: 

sector boards are being filled in by private tycoorj 

The chairmanship of such important public secto- 
enterprisQS es the Air India, Indian Air Lines Co
rporation and Trading Corporation have gone 

big monopolists. Ths policy of inviting forei?’^ 

technology, machines, capital-multinationals is c»- 
using /serious damage to our national econorm 

Even such well established public sector units cf 
SHEL BEL, ITl, etc. are under serious threat o* 

lagging in orders and necessitating shut-dow.cs 
While fertilisers are being imported, four pub!>“ 

sector fertiliser plants face closure. Same is th* 
story of IDPL These policie.s are a grave th’’**' 

even to our self-reliance besides leadingto is inc’e- 

ased closures and unemployment. In a way,



en the limited gains of the post-indepe> 

v'elopment are being eroded

polic'^s are not only economically ruinous, 

iso poli’.icaliy dangerous. Because pene- 
^'oreign capital and multinationals is not 
omicaJiy harmful but is very dangerous 

too. Multinationals are the Trojan horses 
lism and are bound to prove as bases 

and abetting destabilising forces in our

vanguard, 
unite in 
manifestations of 

not out of 

at 
formally 
have 
policies

This or that social force may sometimes 

fighting anti

forces of

economic poli- 
not only a fight 
and industries, 

rear in our fight 
disintegration.

he fight against the new 
iiv Gandhi Goverment is 

a attacks on the workers 

'so a fight to secure the 

3 anti-national
in fighting to defeat these policies the 
9 fulfilling a double role-that ot defen- 

righls
:t but also carrying out the national task
the door to the Trojan horses or imperi- 

•he 
oital entering

and particularly their right to

form or multinationals and private 

our country.

connection 

trade 
ity. It must 
n it will be 
10 will have

the revolutionary working
movement has a special 

understood that 
working 

as the

union
ba clearly 
the revolutionary 
to fight the battle

against specific 
policy But this 

but oppoitunism 

forces who ar 
the govenment 

edvocciing the;

this
i conviction

many social
vocsi against

been previously

Some other honest forces who ran 
later drawn into a joint fight against these poii 
are yet to be roused into consciousness It, th 
fore, devolves as an urgent revolutionary duty 
the working class

heart

to lake the lead in this fight

Of course, we should tiy 

wide a section of social force 
we csn.not wait or mark time 
battle.

must
As

are sure to be

c S

But

revolutionary working class 
the situation and plays its 

doing the Vv'orking class shall 
its class interests but also

as 
We

Tomorrow may be too late 

unfolds, wider sections
and a wide national front can emerge 
can unfold only if the 
realises the gravity of 

vanguard role. By so 

be defending not only

national interests This is the dialectics of today 
that class and national interests interwtine. There
fore, to lead the fight against the retrograde 

nomic 
which 
is the 
today.

eco-
Gandhi Governmentpolicies of the Rajiv 

endanger our very freedom and self-reliance 
historic call and duty of the working class
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AITUC PRESIDEHTS & GENERAL SECRETARIES SINCE 1920

Year Place President General Secretary

1920 Bombay Lala Lajpat Rai Dewan Chamanlal

1921-22 Jharia Joseph Baptista ,,

1922-24 Lahore C. R. Das ,,

1924 Calcutta D. R. Thengdi J. Ginwala

1925 Bombay V. V. Giri A. J. Ginwala

1926 March Madras

1927 Delhi Rai Saheb Chandika Prasad N, M. Joshi

1927 Nov. Kanpur Diwan Cham.anlal tr

1928 Jharia M. Daud ! 9

1929-30 Nagpur Jawaharlal Nehru
9 9

1931 Calcutta Subhash Chandra Bose V. S. Deshbandhu

1932 Madras Jitindra Nath Mitra Mukundalal Sircar

1933 Kanpur G, L. Kandalkar
9 9

1935 Calcutta Hariharnath Shastri Sibneth Benerjee

1936 Bombay R. S, Ruikar (in jaii) 
Maniben Kara R. A. Khedgikar

1938 Jan. Delhi Sibnsth Benerjee Maniben Kara

1938 Apr. Nagpur Dr. Suresh Chandra Benerjee B. K. Mukherjee

1940 Bombay Dr. Suresh Chandra Benerjee N. M. Joshi

1942 Kanpur V. R. Kalappa ,,

1943 Nagpur V. V. Giri (in detension)

C. C. Benerjee
,,

1945 Madras S, A. Dange (not present) 
Fazal-Elahi Qurban

9 9

1947 Calcutta M. K. Bose
r 9

1949 Bombay S. Dange (in jail) N. M. Joshi (resigned)

- ........................................
y. Chakkarai Chettiar. Manek Gandhi (detained) 

Amrith Shah

1954 Calcutta V. Chakkarai Chettiar S A. Dange

1957 Ernakulam S. S. Mirajkar

1961 Coimbatore r,
t 9

1966 Bombay

1970 Guntur f,

1973 Calcutta Dr, Ranen Sen
9 9

1976 Jemshedpur S. A. Dange K. G. Srivatsava

1980 Visakhapatnam S. A. Dange Indrajit Gupta

1983 Bangtore Chaturanan Mishra
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